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HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
"THEREFORE ENCOURAGE ONE ANOTHER AND BUILD EACH OTHER UP,JUST AS IN FACT YOU ARE DOING" 1 THESSALONIANS 5:11

Our MIP – Human Resource Module 5 was welcomed by all our
partners. It was very new for them to learn about HR Systems
and the importance of HR system in their organisations. Our
audience was a mix of Directors, CEO's, Board members and
coordinators from various organisations. The day started with a
review of Governance module done previously. Mr.Antony
Samy leaded the recap session.

HERE'S WHAT OUR PARTNER'S SAID ABOUT GOVERNANCE
MODULE IMPLEMENTATION
New Advisory Committee, THEA
Mr. Lucas Masih, CEO of THEA shared the changes made in his
organisation after attending Governance module.He mentioned his
organisation is a growing one and we always have to keep up with the
changes. He said THEA not only made changes in the governing
body but also set up an all new Advisory committee for the
organisational benefit.

Dr. Ashok Chacko introduced session on Biblical Basis of
People Care. The session started with questions like - How do
we look at our people, How well do we care and encourage
them? He shared his personal experience of the sad condition
of the nurses in a remote mission hospital and how it affected
the mind's of these nurses when nothing was done to improve
their life in the hospital. he also asked if we understood the
difference between Human Resource and Personnel
Management. We looked into the scriptures and saw God's
perspective on man. Implications of people care were
discussed in depth. In the end, it was concluded that our
people should be a part of our vision and it is our job to take
care of them and develop them. At the end the group
discussed various case studies and drew the best solution.

Minutes Register, Inculcate Transparency, PHC
Rev.Michael John,CEO, PHC shared his feedback.They learnt the
importance of maintaining the minutes register.They now make sure
that the minutes are forwarded to the committee members and duly
signed by them within 3 working days of the meeting.On the financial
front, they now share the income, expenditure and account balance
for transparency in the organisation.

Delegate responsibilities, COWM
Rev. Harish Paul,CEO of COWM said earlier he was taking
responsibilities solely by himself. After attending Governance module
he managed to delegate the right sort of duties and responsibilities to
the CEO, board members, president, vice president , treasurer etc.
Now his people are aware of their individual responsibilities.

Dr. Ashok's recommend book- The 7 Habits of Highly Effective
People - Stephen R. Covey

Mr.G Jawahar , General Manger, Powergrid introduced a
new topic called - Consequences of Failure in HR System.
He started by asking what is the role of HR in NGOs and
what are the risks involved when you don't have a proper
HR system. Various risks were discussed e.g Financial,
Strategic,Retention productive & relationships risks. We also
learnt the steps that HR follows right from recruitment to
retention in an organisation. Emphasis was laid on
Developing,motivating,training & rewarding the workers in
the right way. Mr. Jawahar also touched upon Performance
Management and its importance. He spoke about another
topic called Goal Setting for Development. He mentioned
that we need to start setting SMART GOALS that are
Specific, Measurable, Achievable & Time bound.

Low Aim Is a Crime

The audience was asked to list down their personal goals
that they want to achieve in their lives in the next 10 years.
Lastly, audience was asked to identify the HR Practices that
they would like to follow in their organisation and why ?

Dr.Isac Raja, Gen Sec, MUT familiarized us with Spiritual
Vitality of Church Planters - Moral & Spiritual Challenges. He
started with a real life case and what would have Jesus done
in that situation. Different factors were discussed that affect
our spiritual life and what are the various hindrances in
spiritual life. The group was also asked to do some personal
reflections. Some of the questions to discuss among the
group were what are my personal spiritual challenges I face
today. What are some ways which helps me to overcome
spiritual challenges. Dr. Isac Raja also explained to us the Key
Principles of God's care. He also advised that we
as missionaries,church planters do everything that our job
asks for but the most that our job asks for but the
most important thing is to always be with God, Another
thing that he spoke about was Theology of REST

Mr.Manohar Lazarus, Infosys, Organisation Development
Specialist, put forward a new topic called, Human Resource
Management Dimensions. He started with a bit of History of
Employee Welfare now known as Human Resource.He
brought out how HR role has been changing in the recent
times. Because of the constant change,HR’s main job is now
to become a 'Change Management Consultant'. He also listed
out various Functions of HR Systems like Policy and Planning,
Job Analysis, Evaluation and Rating. What all should be the
Elements of Job Description. He also asked the audience to
discus how recruitment and selection is done in their own
organisations. An activity was done where the audience was
asked to list out 7-9 different roles in their company,evaluate
the jobs and the organisational structure. He also engaged
the audience in 5 – 6 self test instruments that everyone
thoroughly enjoyed.

QUICK tip: If It can't be measured, it can't be managed

Dr. Isac Raja emphasized on taking appropriate rest. He said,
we as ministers, pastors, church planters are always full of me,
me and me. The mission is God’s. The kingdom is God’s and
the people are God’s. Who is the owner? Who is the CEO? God
is the Owner and the CEO. He concluded by saying the
moment we replace God in our leadership it is no more God’s
agenda it becomes our agenda.

God Loves People
You got to nourish to flourish

Soundbites
MIP is my sharpener. MIP gave me
confidence to push my limits.
- Mrs. Lalhmunliani, SNCHT, Solan
RM module helped boost our church fund
tremendously.
-Rev. I R VERMA, NLPWS, Bhopal
I consider MIP as a special gift from God.
We have now started to maintain our
finances in the right manner for our school
project.
- Dr. Judith Lhamu, ERT, Patna

Mentor visit is what makes MIP so unique
& distinctive. It is a booster program.
- Mr. Lucas Masih , THEA, Jalandhar
MIP has been profitable to both me & my
organisation. I now have better understanding on
how to run my organisation.
- Mr. Edwin Simon, GSM, Jhansi
‘Fund raising is friend raising‘ We made 10 new
friends who want to help us financially to achieve
our mission. We feel encouraged.
- Ms. Kakuli Sarkar, JSJDT, Kanpur

We now understand well the roles & responsibilities of CEO, board members & process to follow
for the organisations growth and development. We developed our vision, mission, and goals.
- Dr. Abhishek Verma, NLPWS, Bhopal

Solution to the People care problems - Participant's Reflection
Mental

Physical

Healthy work
environment
Personal, family
counseling
Send them out for
training –
individual, family,
and team
Skill training for
self support
Child education
Teach them to
support others
Giving and saving
habits

Provide adequate
resources
Healthy
environment
Proper nutrition
Adequate
medical
treatment
Manage time
table
Health and
hygiene training
Adequate
physical exercise
Sufficient rest

Emotional
Take regular
informed fixed
holidays
Spend quality
time with
family
Avoid
unnecessary
phone calls
Get counseling
if needed
Teach biblical
family values &
principles

Spiritual
Give
fundamental
teaching about
God's ministry
and spiritual life
Build
relationship with
God / spend
quality time with
God.
Provide
covering/
mentor in proper
leadership

Save the Date
MIP UPCOMING MODULE
TOPIC: LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT & TEAM BUILDING
DATE: 28 - 30 AUGUST, 2018
VENUE: HOTEL SHHAURYA, DWARKA SEC-13, NEW DELHI

LEADERSHIP is no longer about your position. It's now more about your passion for excellence & making
a difference. You can lead without a title

Teamwork is the secret that makes common people achieve uncommon results

Leadership is the capacity to translate vision into reality

Be the leader you would follow

Teamwork makes the dream work
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Inter-Personal
Taking regular
training
Fun time/ family
retreat
Mentoring and
coaching
Develop loving
environment
Develop a culture
of sharing & caring
Plan your annual
budget , collect
data base of
birthdays and
wedding
anniversaries

